SUBJECT COVERAGE
The basic company information includes: to find information on Asian companies engaged in manufacturing, international trade, or investment.
EXPAND CN=
to see which countries are covered in the file.
USE SC=
to focus your search on any specific industry.
USE FORMAT 6
to determine which text sections are present in the record before displaying the full format, Format 9.
USE SF=
to determine whether a company is a SINGLE, location, PARENT, or SUBSIDIARY.
USE ?SET H 132
to allow for wide financial tables containing multiple years. Product breakdown of lighting fixtures as follows Use Asian Company Profiles Other e-mail address : tfc1620@tfc.com.tw 
DIALOG FILE DATA
% of Production ----- ---------------------- Industrial------------------------------------------- ISOORGANIZATION STRUCTURE ---------------------- *Corporate & Organization Structure* ============================= Organizational Chart (...) Department No of Staff ---------------- --------------------------- ----------- GeneralSAMPLE RECORD (cont'd) ----------- ------------Previous contact details ----------------------------- TelSUBSIDIARIES & AFFILIATES -------------------------
RELATED PARTIES DESCRIPTION ---------------------------

of Shares -----------------------------------
IMPORTERS AGENCY LISTING ------------------------
.) LOCAL DISTRIBUTION, WAREHOUSING DESCRIPTION -------------------------------------------*Local
Distribution Network* ====================== 90% of the annual turnover is attributed to local sales through distributors. *Domestic Agents & Distributors* =========================== Products are sold in 500 retail outlets islandwide. 
TRADE STATISTICS ----------------
INTERNATIONAL TRADE ACTIVITY ----------------------------*Export
Markets* ============== 10% of the annual turnover is attributed to export to the following :
75.00 Japan 25.00
Breakdown of exported electric lamps and fluorescent lamps as follws : REPORT S2/CO,CY,EM/1-10
USER DEFINED FORMATS
User-defined formats may be specified using the display codes indicated in the Search Options tables.
TYPE S3/CO,PN/1-5 TAG *TAG may be used for tagged fields. TYPE S2/3/1-5 TAG
DIRECT RECORD ACCESS
DIALOG Accession Number TYPE 00002617/3 DISPLAY 00002617/CO,CY PRINT 00002617/9
FOR ONLINE HELP:
See HELP FIELDS 505 for searchable fields; HELP FORMAT 505 for output formats; HELP LIMIT 505 for limits; HELP RATES 505 for cost information; HELP SORT 505 for sorts.
